Endowed chairs and professorships

Supporting excellence in higher education

Endowed chairs and professorships are the gold standard in higher education for attracting and retaining superior faculty. These highly coveted distinctions recognize exemplary achievement, and attract individuals who contribute to the excellence of the school and its programs through teaching, research, and service. Most importantly, these positions attract leading scholars who inspire and engage our students as role models, mentors, and advocates.

The market for top academic talent is extremely competitive, and faculty funding is a costly area of operations. Securing philanthropic support for faculty is a top priority, needed to rival the other great institutions vying for superior talent in higher education. Endowed chairs and professorships position the W. P. Carey School of Business to attract and retain the world-class scholars who make a difference in the lives of our students, as well as the future of our world.

School of Accountancy

Steven Kaplan
KPMG LLP PROFESSORSHIP IN ACCOUNTANCY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Michal Matejka
HARVEY AND MISSY JABARA FAMILY ACCOUNTING PROFESSORSHIP

Philip Ricker
ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY BOARD PROFESSOR

Morrison School of Agribusiness

Ashok Mishra
KEMPER AND ETHEL MARLEY FOUNDATION CHAIR

Timothy J. Richards
MORRISON CHAIR OF AGRIBUSINESS

Department of Economics

Alejandro Manelli
JP MORGAN CHASE PROFESSORSHIP IN ECONOMICS
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Department of Economics

Rajnish Mehra  
E.N. BASHA, SR. ARIZONA HERITAGE CHAIR

Edward Prescott  
W. P. CAREY CHAIR IN ECONOMICS

Daniel Silverman  
RONDTALER CHAIR IN ECONOMICS

Department of Finance

Hendrik Bessembinder  
FRANCIS J. AND MARY B. LABRIOLA CHAIR IN COMPETITIVE BUSINESS

Mark Stapp  
FRED E. TAYLOR PROFESSORSHIP IN REAL ESTATE

Sunil Wahal  
JACK D. FURST PROFESSORSHIP IN FINANCE

Sreedhar Bharath  
RICHARD C. KRAEMER PROFESSORSHIP IN FINANCE

Department of Information Systems

Raghu Santanam  
MCCORD CHAIR IN BUSINESS

Department of Management and Entrepreneurship

Blake Ashforth  
HORACE STEELE ARIZONA HERITAGE CHAIR

S. Trevis Certo  
JERRY B. AND MARY ANNE CHAPMAN PROFESSORSHIP IN BUSINESS

Amy Hillman  
RUSTY LYON CHAIR IN STRATEGY

Luis Gómez-Mejía  
WEATHERUP/OVERBY CHAIR IN LEADERSHIP

Jeff LePine  
PETSMArt CHAIR IN BUSINESS LEADERSHIP

Gary Naumann  
HAHNCO PROFESSORSHIP IN ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIES

Department of Marketing

Mary Jo Bitner  
EDWARD M. CARSON CHAIR IN SERVICES MARKETING

Jonathan Ketcham  
EARL AND GLADYS DAVIS DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN MARKETING

Naomi Mandel  
YELLOW CORPORATION PROFESSORSHIP

Michael Mokwa  
PAT TILLMAN FOUNDATION DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND MARKETING

Andrea Morales  
DR. LONNIE L. Ostrom CHAIR IN THE W. P. CAREY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Amy Ostrom  
PETSMArt CHAIR IN SERVICES LEADERSHIP

Lonnie Ostrom  
JOAN AND DAVID LINCOLN PROFESSORSHIP IN ETHICS

Wolfgang Ulaga  
AT&T PROFESSOR OF SERVICES LEADERSHIP

Department of Supply Chain Management

Joseph Carter  
AVNET PROFESSORSHIP IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Thomas Choi  
HAROLD E. FEARON CHAIR IN PURCHASING

John Fowler  
MOTOROLA PROFESSOR IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Elliot Rabinovich  
JOHN G. BEBBING PROFESSORSHIP IN BUSINESS

Scott Webster  
BOB HERBERGER ARIZONA HERITAGE CHAIR

Vacant chairs and professorships

ASU REALTORS PROFESSORSHIP IN REAL ESTATE

CHUCK ROBEL PROFESSORSHIP IN BUSINESS ETHICS

J. WILLARD AND ALICE S. MARRIOTT PROFESSORSHIP IN SERVICES LEADERSHIP

EARL AND GLADYS DAVIS DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF MARKETING

wpcarey.asu.edu